
Dear Editors,!!
I am concerned that Australian Physics published “Moving clocks do not run slow” by Theo Hughes 
in the Jan-Feb 2019 issue.  Its title is incorrect and its content obfuscates a straightforward subject.  
In this space allowed, I can do little more than prove that Hughes’ “proof” of his title is invalid.  I’ll 
first establish my position with some correct statements:!!
(1) Measurements are made in relativity in the same intuitive way that they are made in non-
relativistic physics.  Thus, the tick rate of a moving clock in frame X can be measured by 
comparing its reading at two moments to the clock in frame X that is currently closest (hence 
eliminating the need to account for signal-travel times), where all clocks in X are synchronised.  (In 
analogy, the Australian Government does something similar to track speeds of road trains between 
checkpoints.)!!
(2) A set of clocks, synchronised in the frame in which they are all at rest, is unsynchronised in a 
frame in which they move.  This item is shown correctly in Hughes’ Figure 2.!!
(3) In an inertial frame, all physical processes “onboard a moving vehicle” evolve slower than they 
would if that vehicle were at rest.  E.g., all clocks that move (even accelerate) in any inertial frame 
tick slower in that frame than their factory setting.!!
(4) In an accelerated frame, such processes can run slowly or quickly, depending on the vehicle’s 
location and speed in the frame.  (This little-known fact helps explain the Twin Paradox.)!!
Hughes’ analysis is restricted to the inertial frames of item (3) above; his mention of acceleration 
on page 15 is only an aside.  Item (3) is traditionally shortened to “Moving clocks run slow”.  This 
applies only to inertial frames; but with that understood, it’s a correct, useful statement.  Hughes 
might argue that he includes item (4) in his title; but he can’t, because his “proof” applies only to 
inertial frames.  Even if item (4) is included, his title is still wrong, because in an inertial frame all 
moving clocks do run slow.!!
Hughes’ “proof” of his title statement appears in the section called “Operationally useless, and 
misleading”.  His argument mis-uses the concept of proper time to conclude, incorrectly, that the 
phenomenon of one frame measuring the other’s clocks to be ticking slowly is not symmetric 
between train and platform.  The rest of the article is built on this wrong conclusion, and yet 
elsewhere in it he seems to say that the situation is symmetric.  Part of the confusion seems to 
result from his seeming not to accept item (1) above.  In his Figure 1, Hughes is essentially 
comparing the initial reading on clock R with the final reading on clock L (although he might not 
realise that); but he fails to correct for item (2), that these clocks are out of sync in the platform 
frame.  If he did make that correction, or if the platform were to record two successive readings on 
the same clock (either L or R will do), these clocks would be found to be running slow in the 
platform frame.  And ditto for clock Y by train observers.!!
One minor caveat is that in at least one spot where Hughes makes an incorrect statement, a re-
read suggests that he is actually saying “A confused person might think that the following incorrect 
statement is true.”!!
A last point: in the section “Yet more complications”, Hughes “recommends” that in introductory 
relativity, we should avoid discussing item (2).  And yet, most of special relativity follows from that 
item—and it’s precisely what Hughes was unaware of in his “proof” above.  Hence, we do well by 
demonstrating this lack of synchronisation at the very start of an introductory course, because from 
it, all else follows, and without it, nothing can be understood.!!
I urge Australian Physics to vet articles that clearly contradict established physics.!!!
Don Koks, Adelaide.!


